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About the ScholarMatcher 

•  Data-driven college search tool for 
low-income students 
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The ScholarMatcher is a free 
tool that assists high school 
students in finding the right 
college for them. 
 

Based on detailed data analysis, 
it features 296 US schools which 
offer excellent opportunities for 
students whose family earns 
under $50,000 per year, allowing 
students to easily build a robust 
college application list. 
	  



What does it do? 

•  Scores schools and gives a “GPA” 
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Colleges are analyzed and scored on a 4.0 scale in four areas, 
based on how well they support low-income students: 

Financial Aid 
Academic Strength 
Student Support Services 
Post Graduate Success 

 
The four scores are averaged, giving each  
college an overall “GPA”. 



Who should use it? 

•  Students 
The ScholarMatcher is built for high school students from households 
earning less than $50,000 annually 
 

•  High Schools & Counselors 
Guidance counselors and teachers assisting students in their college 
search 
 

•  Community-Based Organizations 
Community-based organization staff and volunteers assisting students in 
their college search 
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Why should you use it? 

•  Create a customized 
college application 
list in just a few clicks 
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The ScholarMatcher instantly gives 
students a list of exceptional schools from 
across the country that they are 
academically suited for and where they will 
have the best opportunities. 
	  



Why should you use it? 

•  View, filter and save favorite schools 
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View a map of 
schools and 
filter results to 
create a stellar 
application list. 
 
Star favorite 
schools to save 
to a list. 



How does it work? 

•  Start with schools based on your 
academic profile 
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Enter an academic score to view a curated list of colleges based on 
your academic profile: 

High school GPA (unweighted, on a 4.0 scale) 
SAT score (math & reading only, 1600 scale) 
ACT score (composite score, 36 point max) 

Or, type “ALL” to view the complete list of 296 colleges. 
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How does it work? 

•  View schools and their scores 
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View school list 
and locations on a 
map. Mouse over 
school name to 
see overall GPA 
score and hover 
mouse over GPA 
score to see score 
breakdown by 
category. Zoom 
into map to view 
schools in a 
particular region. 



•  Use filters to narrow down list 
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How does it work? 



•  Click on school name or map pin to 
view information 
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How does it work? 



•  “Star” favorite schools for your 
application list 
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How does it work? 



•  View your favorite schools! 
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How does it work? 

Click “View my schools” 
to view your list of favorite 
schools. This page can be 
bookmarked and saved or 
emailed to yourself. 
 
Use this page to compare 
schools on your 
application list and visit 
their websites.  
 

Next step: APPLY! 



FAQ 
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1. How do I use the ScholarMatcher to build my college list? 
2. What do the school scores mean? 
3. How many schools should I put on my college list? 
4. How can I get more help with my college application process? 
5. What does it mean if a school is not featured in the ScholarMatcher? 
6. How can a school be added to the ScholarMatcher? 
7. Can I see a complete list of schools featured in the ScholarMatcher? 
8. How did ScholarMatch evaluate schools and what data was used? 
9. What is meant by “low-income”? 
10. How can I help improve the ScholarMatcher? 



FAQ 
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1.  How do I use the ScholarMatcher to build my college list? 
 

Step 1  
Enter your high school GPA or test scores. The ScholarMatcher will 
show you a broad list of schools that accept students who match your 
academic profile. 
 

Step 2 
Use the zoomable map and the filters on the left to explore colleges and 
narrow down your selected schools based on location and school 
characteristics. 
 

Step 3 
Click on each school to reveal more information about them, and “star” 
the schools you like. This will add them to your personal college list. 
 

Step 4 
Print or download your college list and apply to your top 9 schools! 
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FAQ 
2. What do the school scores mean? 
	  
The ScholarMatcher scores schools on a 4.0 scale in four areas 
(financial aid, academic strength, student support services, and post-
graduate success) and also gives an overall average score.  
 

A score of 2 is the average and is considered good, a score of 3 is above 
average or is considered very good, and a 4 is far above average and 
considered exceptional.  
 

Because the ScholarMatcher only features excellent schools, you will 
not see scores of 1, unless in financial aid. Schools that earned a 1 in 
financial aid offer great educational opportunities, but students may 
need other scholarships in order to make attending  these schools 
affordable. Students should not let a 1 in financial aid deter them from 
applying , but rather keep the school on their application list and be 
open to seeking other financial resources, if necessary. 
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FAQ 

3. How many schools should I put on my college list? 
	  
We recommend that students apply to at least 9 schools. These 
schools should vary by admission selectivity. Your best college list 
will include at least 3 schools are from the “Less selective” category 
and at least 6 others from a mix of “Selective” and “Highly 
selective” schools. 
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FAQ 

4. How can I get more help with my college application 
process? 
 
Students who would like more help with their college applications 
can visit our website for information on available online resources. 
Students in the San Francisco Bay Area, can also join us in person at 
our drop-in center in San Francisco’s Mission District. Click here 
for upcoming workshops, college coaching, and more. 
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FAQ 

5. What does it mean if a school is not featured in the 
ScholarMatcher? 
 
There are many great schools that are not found in the 
ScholarMatcher. Our roster of schools is specifically built with the 
needs of low-income students in mind. Because of this, the 
ScholarMatcher may not feature schools that don’t have a particular 
strength in providing this type of support. Students should not be 
deterred from applying to or attending a school that isn’t on our list, 
rather, students should use this tool to help expand their list to 
include a broader selection of potential schools, which can unlock 
new possibilities for financial aid, academic opportunities, and a 
successful future. 
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FAQ 

6. How can a school be added to the ScholarMatcher? 
 
The schools featured in the ScholarMatcher are drawn from our 
College Honor Roll—a list of the colleges and universities that provide 
substantial support for low-income students. To qualify for this list, a 
school has been analyzed on more than 20 data points, with metrics 
including financial aid, student retention rates, and more. If you 
represent a school that offers excellent support for low-income 
students, please let us know so we can improve our analysis and add 
your institution to our list. Contact ScholarMatcher@scholarmatch.org 
with inquiries. 
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FAQ 

7. Can I see a complete list of schools featured in the 
ScholarMatcher? 
 
Yes! Our complete list of featured schools is called the 
ScholarMatch College Honor Roll and can be viewed and 
downloaded at: 
https://scholarmatch.org/wp-content/uploads/
2015/05/2015_SM_Honor_Roll.pdf 
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FAQ 

8. How did ScholarMatch evaluate schools and what data 
was used? 
 
ScholarMatch used public data from the US Federal Government 
and other public college data collection sites to evaluate schools 
in four main areas: financial aid, academic strength, student 
support services, and post-graduate success – with specific 
consideration given to low-income students’ needs. For more 
information, please contact ScholarMatcher@scholarmatch.org. 
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FAQ 

9. What is meant by “low-income”? 
 
The ScholarMatcher was built to find the colleges and 
universities where a student whose family earns under 
$50,000 per year could thrive. $50,000 is approximately 150% 
of the 2015 federal poverty line for a family of 6. 
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FAQ 

10. How can I help improve the ScholarMatcher? 
 
We’d love to hear from you if you have ideas for improving this tool. 
Contact us at ScholarMatcher@scholarmatch.org with your 
feedback. Please consider a donation to ScholarMatch to support 
this tool and keeping access to it free. 



More College Resources 

•  Visit ScholarMatch.org for more 
student resources 
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Check out our online 
resources for college-bound 
high school students at  
ScholarMatch.org > For 
Students > Online Resources. 
 
Learn about researching 
colleges, enrichment & fly-in 
programs, scholarship 
opportunities, and more! 


